01. RADIOPHONIC ROCK

(Howell, Limb, Gibbs, Clarke, Parker, Mills)
A special recording to celebrate the 25th birthday of
the Radiophonic Workshop. Peter Howell constructed
the rhythmic sequence on the Fairlight.

02. LASCAUX

(Peter Howell) (Flute: Sebastian Bell)
Incidental music from the Television series
‘The Making of Mankind’. The caves at Lascaux
give up their archaeological secrets.

03. COMPUTERS IN THE REAL WORLD

(Jonathan Gibbs)
Signature tune for a Schools Radio series on computers.
The sound of the Fairlight at work is incorporated into
the rhythmic pattern.

04. SEASCAPE

(Dick Mills)
Incidental music from the Radio 4 series ‘The British
Seafarer’.

05. THE WHALE

(Paddy Kingsland)
Incidental music written for the television series
‘The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy’.

06. RALLYMAN

12. THE UNSEEING EYE

07. CATCH THE WIND

13. FANCY FISH

(Roger Limb) (Drums: Pete York)
From BBC Television’s ‘In at the Deep End’. Incidental
music as Chris Serle takes part in the Lombard RAC Rally.

(Dick Mills)
Two scenes from the Schools Radiovision programme
on kite flying.

08. BELIEVE IT OR NOT

(Malcolm Clarke) (Trombone: Eddie Lorkin)
Title music from the television series.

09. PLANET EARTH

(Elizabeth Parker)
Some scenes from a forthcoming BBC TV series
‘The Living Planet.’

10. DAWN

(Jonathan Gibbs)
Incidental music from the Radio 4 series ‘Tales
from the South China Seas.’

11. MAINSTREAM

(attrib. Henry VIII - arr. Peter Howell)
Realised for a TV arts magazine. The words to this
16th century madrigal are heard via the Vocoder.

(Malcolm Clarke)
From the Radio 3 feature ‘Borges at 80’. Heard
as the writer talks of his experience of blindness.

(Saint Saens - arr. Howell / Mills)
From ‘The Carnival of the Animals’ this was the
first piece to be entirely realised on the Workshop’s
Fairlight Computer Synthesizer; for a TV series.

14. BRIGHTON PIER

(Paddy Kingsland)
More incidental music from the ‘Hitchhiker’s Guide
to the Galaxy’.

15. ARMAGIDDEAN WAR GAMES

(Dick Mills)
Written for the TV series, ‘Captain Zep - Space Detective’.

16. YELLOW MOON

(Roger Limb)
Music written for ‘Travellers in the Celestial Empire’
a Chronicle programme on the History of Europeans
in China.

17. RADIO BLACKBURN

(Elizabeth Parker)
BBC Local Radio stations are some of the Workshop’s most
regular customers. The citizens of Blackburn
wake up to this music every morning.

18. MACROCOSM

(Dick Mills)
From the Radio 4 Play ‘Taptoe through the Telephones’.

19. LAND AND PEOPLE

(Peter Howell)
Title music from a World Service history series.

20. HOUDIN’S MUSICAL BOX

(Le Carpentier - arr. J. Gibbs)
From the Radio 4 Programme ‘How to become a Wizard’.
Realised entirely on the Fairlight.

21. GHOST IN THE WATER

(Roger Limb) (Cello: Hilary Jones)
Title music from a Children’s TV drama.

22. THE MILONGA

(Malcolm Clarke)
Closing music from ‘Borges at 80’ in the rhythm
of the traditional Argentinian dance.

‘Wee have also Sound-houses, wher wee practise and demonstrate all
Sounds, and their Generation. Wee have Harmonies which you have not,
of Quarter-Sounds, and lesser Slides of Sounds. Diverse Instruments
of Musick likewise to you unknown, some sweeter then any you
have; Together with Bells and Rings that are dainty and sweet. Wee
represent Small Sounds as Great and Deepe; Likewise Great Sounds,
Extenuate and Sharpe; Wee make diverse Tremblings and Warblings of
Sounds, which in their Originall are Entire. Wee represent and imitate
all Articulate Sounds and Letters, and the Voices and Notes of Beasts
and Birds. Wee have certaine Helps, which sett to the Eare doe further
the Hearing greatly. Wee have also diverse Strange and Artificiall
Eccho’s, Reflecting the Voice many times, and as it were Tossing it:
And some that give back the Voice Lowder then it come, some Shriller,
and some Deeper; yea some rendring the Voice, Differing in the Letters
or Articulate Sound, from that they receyve, Wee have also meanes to
convey Sounds in Trunks and Pipes, in strange Lines and Distances.’
Extract from ‘The New Atlantis’ by Francis Bacon. 1624

From time to time, the BBC Radiophonic Workshop and BBC Records
have issued L.P. compilations presenting a cross-section of output
of the Workshop. The last retrospective album was released in 1979
on the occasion of the Workshop’s 21st anniversary. Here now is a
new collection of tracks illustrating some of the work that has been
completed at the Workshop in the 4 years since then.
The most significant advances in technique since 1979 have been in
the field of computer technology and at the Workshop we are now using
the Fairlight Computer Synthesizer, examples of which can be heard on
this record.
There are a couple of other new departures here too. We have, of
course, for many years incorporated in our work, when appropriate,
musicians playing conventional instruments. There are 4 examples of
the blending of electronic and conventional music in this collection. We
also have a rather unique Radiophonic event. Each composer has taken
a rhythmic percussive sequence from the Fairlight, and written about
half a minute of their own music around it. This musical ‘autograph
album’ is the track ‘Radiophonic Rock’.
Despite technological progress, the Radiophonic Workshop is still what
it was when it first came into existence 25 years ago. A creative service
department supplying special sound and music to BBC programme
makers. In 25 years from now, who knows what sounds will be heard
coming from behind the doors of our corridor in the BBC’s Maida Vale
studios? One thing is certain, the new technology makes the road ahead
an interesting one.
Roger Limb, April 1983
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